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QUESTION 1

In Customizing, to what data must you assign digital signatures in addition to the order type? 

A. Maintenance plant 

B. Work center 

C. Maintenance planner group 

D. Planning plant 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Which scheduling parameter adjusts the cycle intervals of a maintenance strategy for each maintenance plan? 

A. The call horizon 

B. The early and late shift factors 

C. The early and late tolerance 

D. The cycle modification factor 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

In a refurbishment order for external processing, where can you find information about the defective part after the goods
issue has been posted? 

A. In special stock type R (refurbishment stock), after the return from the service company and a goods receipt posting 

B. In special stock type B (batch) after the return from the service company and a goods receipt posting 

C. In special stock type F (customer order stock) 

D. In special stock type O (parts provided to vendor) 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

Your customer executes deadline monitoring (transaction IP30). 

What happens after you insert additional call dates using the manual call function? 
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A. The system restarts the maintenance plan. 

B. The system retains the normal scheduled call dates. 

C. The system fixes the next scheduled call date. 

D. The system reschedules all previous scheduled call dates. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

A customer wants to define an order type that includes a notification when the order is created. Which Customizing
step(s) must you perform? 

A. Assign the notification type to the order type according to plant assignment in Customizing. 

B. Set the indicator for notification data or order header and assign the notification type to the order type in
Customizing. 

C. Set the Notification indicator for the order type according to plant assignment in Customizing. 

D. Assign the notification type to the order type in Customizing. 

Correct Answer: B 
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